
Catch Up Cards
It is a fact of life that work takes us far away from family and friends and leaves us little time to catch up with those

who are important to us. Family newsletters end up reading like CVs, you haven’t time to write a long letter but want

to let those closest to you, know that they are in your thoughts and let them know what you and the family have

been up to. Try ‘Catch Up Cards’

This distance also makes choosing gifts when the holidays come around a real problem. You want to give a superb

gift, one that will light up the face of the person you bought it for but...you can’t remember their favourite colour,

not sure what author or band they like. Catch Up Cards can help you find out what your friends and relatives are

currently interested in and also let them know what your interests are too.

Catch Up Cards look like postcards, one side is blank so you can print your own photographs to attach to your cards,

decorate them using stamps or images from CD’s etc, or continue a longer message if you need more room.

How to Use your Catch Up Cards

Cards about You

 Print Template 1

 If you wish to use CD’s to print a decorative paper on the back of your card put your card back into printer

and add this.

 Cut out cards and fill in your news from the year. On the side marked ‘Favourites, include things like;

favourite authors, colours, sports, hobbies, shoe size etc, anything you think may help someone choose a gift

for you. Include a list of your favourite stores in case they want to get you a voucher.

Cards For Others

 One of the most important features of these card’s, is that you want to find out what your friends are

interested in. Your friends won’t have read this, so here’s what to do for their card.

 Print Template 1, Do not fill it in!

 If you have a printer that will let you, let the ink dry and then put the card back into the printer. Alternatively

print on a second sheet and fix the two cards back to back.

 On side two of the card, print Template 2. This explains what they need to do to play along with this

exchange of information.

Why not get each member of the family to put their details on their own card to send out to friends and relatives.

Put your finished cards in with your holiday cards to friends and family and share the fun.

Here’s to stress free holiday shopping in the future.

Best wishes and thanks for reading, see you on the website www.billiescraftroom.wordpress.com

Billie
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Catch Up Card

When the miles divide us & time’s against us. Catch up

cards let you know what’s been happening & about my

favourites & hobbies

Dear

I’ve popped a Catch Up Card in for you too. Please help

me catch up with your news & favourites by filling it in

and returning it to me.
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